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1. True Mother during the celebration of the three holy days on April 27 

2. True Mother with members of Hyo Jin Moon's and Heung Jin Moon's families during the celebration 

3. Shin-heung Moon singing at the celebration 

4. Mrs. Wonju Jeong McDevitt led Hoon Dok Hae 

5. Dr. Young-ho Yoon, master of ceremonies 

6. The Little Angels 

 

In the fresh spring sunlight, the dazzlingly beautiful landscape of the hyojeong heavenly spring garden 

has burst into bloom! The spring breeze is blowing in from heaven. Sprouts of new life are emerging 

everywhere. With the grace of spring's vitality, the azaleas bloom beautifully as if expressing true joy 

under the bright sunlight. In search of love, in search of you, bees and butterflies flock together. The joy 

of love is in full bloom. Spring flowers, too, are in full bloom! What wonderful news of the Cosmic Holy 

Wedding of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind! It was the grand beginning of the spring 

festival of hope. The Hyojeong Special Great Works commemorated the celebration of the sixty-first 

anniversary of True Parents' Holy Wedding! 

 

True Parents' lives and providence centered on peace 

 

In 1960, Heaven witnessed True Parents' Holy Wedding. Since then, they have trod a path for humanity 

to return to our Heavenly Parent, for Heaven to liberate humanity and realize a peaceful world. After 

millennia of waiting, the wings of peace extend fully over the homeland of blessings. We bask in its 

shade. 

 

After starting with the construction of the Original Sanctuary (Won Seongjeon, a workshop site) in 1971, 

in 2012, True Parents prepared this place as the central holy ground of Cheon Il Guk (the Chung Pyung 

Training Center) and finally in 2021, the CheonBo providence arose on its fiftieth anniversary. 

 

The spiritual history of resurrection, salvation, eternal life and rebirth through spirit and truth began like a 

spark, and through the chanyang sessions and workshops, Heavenly Parent has bestowed unto us the 

amazing gift of ancestor liberation and blessings. The CheonBo providence is going forward with the 

True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind's blessing centered on the HJ Cheonju CheonBo Training 

Center. True Parents have also established five branch centers, and the Cheonshimwon and the CheonBo 

Education Center. This garden of revival has now reached a new plateau. Cheonwon Gung, now arising 

on a nearby mountainside, is the center of the Cheonwon Holy Ground, which will develop further with 

the Hwajowon Arboretum, Hyojeong Hotel and the Bukhan River Hyojeong Cruise Ships. The HJ 

Cheonwon Project is progressing smoothly, revealing its majesty one facet at a time, thanks to Heaven's 

support and embrace. True Parents' grace is shining like a bright sun! By True Parents having asked all 

blessed families worldwide to become honored families of Cheon Il Guk, CheonBo families, and to 

become honored models for all their descendants, they have showered us with grace and great blessings. 



 

 

 

 
 

The grace of the CheonBo Special Great Works 

 

On April 25, True Parents officiated the Hyojeong Blessing Festival at the Cheongshim World Peace 

Center. The celebration of the sixty-first anniversary of the Holy Wedding of the True Parents of Heaven 

Earth and Humankind manifested magnificently and graciously, bringing great joy and excitement to all 

whose hearts it touched. 

 

On April 27, in addition to the Pledge Service, the historic Cheonwon Gung Ridge Beam Ceremony took 

place, giving hope to families around the world. During this festive time, our True Parents, along with 

Hyo Jin nim, Heung Jin nim and Grandmother Han (Dae Mo Nim) presided over the Hyojeong CheonBo 

Special Great Works commemorating the anniversary of the Holy Wedding. What a time of grace in 

which the absolute good spirits became one with us. Above all, the grace of heavenly fortune brings hope 

of fulfilling our holy desires. The Hyojeong Offering Ceremony for the Inheritance of Heavenly Fortune 

is a time of great optimistic expectation and blessing, something we have all hoped for and eagerly 

anticipated. 

 

The light of Heaven's powerful Holy Spirit shines on us like a searchlight, bringing us special grace, 

removing the traces and memories of the sins of our ancestors and separating corrupt spirits from us. 

Through the chanyang yeoksa and the ancestor liberation ceremony, our ancestors from the first to the 

430th generation find relief in the holy atmosphere. Members worldwide received grace through the live 

broadcast on a two-way virtual video platform. 

 

Reborn via the true blessing 

 

The spring breeze of hope in the Hyojeong Spring Garden is filled with the fragrance of flowers 

reminiscent of pure love. In the new spring of the providence that has descended on us like a miracle, a 

sense of hope warmly radiates within us. Heavenly Parent! True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 

Humankind! With all sincerity, gratitude and piety we offered our hyojeong offering papers! We are in 

the golden age of life, shining with blessings. 

 

Help us become CheonBo citizens with hearts alive with hyojeong. Let us bloom like spring flowers! Our 

True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind are rays of hope and blessings for the whole world. We 

sincerely offered our congratulations on the sixty-first anniversary of True Parents' Holy Wedding! 

 


